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Abstract.
We consider three classes of dark matter (DM) models to account for the recently

observed 3.5 keV line: metastable excited state DM, annihilating DM, and decaying DM. We
study two examples of metastable excited state DM. The first, millicharged composite DM,
has both inelasticity and photon emission built in, but with a very constrained parameter
space. In the second example, up-scattering and decay come from separate sectors and is
thus less constrained. The decay of the excited state can potentially be detectable at direct
detection experiments. However we find that CMB constraints are at the border of excluding
this as an interpretation of the DAMA signal. The annihilating DM interpretation of the
X-ray line is found to be in mild tension with CMB constraints. Lastly, a generalized version
of decaying DM can account for the data with a lifetime exceeding the age of the Universe
for masses . 106 GeV.
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1 Introduction

We have yet to make a definitive non-gravitational detection of the dominant matter compo-
nent in the Universe. Though we know quite well the cosmological abundance of this Dark
Matter (DM), little else is known with certainty. Given that the first evidence for DM came
from astronomical observations, it it is natural to hope we may continue to gain insights into
its nature from such observations.

At present, a possible clue to the nature of DM may be coming from the recently
reported 3.55 keV X-ray line. This line was first reported in the stacked analysis of 73 galaxy
clusters [1] with > 3 σ significance. A similar recent analysis finds evidence at the 4.4 σ level
for a 3.52 keV line from their analysis of the X-ray spectrum of the Andromeda galaxy (M31)
and the Perseus cluster [2]. The X-ray line has already generated considerable interest in the
community as a possible signal of DM [3–9].

In both analyses ([1, 2]), the unidentified line was interpreted as a possible signal of
sterile neutrino dark matter (see e.g. [10]) decaying through a loop, νs → γ + ν. A complete
Standard Model (SM) singlet, the sterile neutrino represents one of the simplest possibilities
for DM, though DM could well be composed of richer structures. Here we explore three
alternative models of DM that can account for the observed X-ray line: excited state DM,
millicharged atomic DM, decaying DM, and we briefly comment on annihilating DM.

In section 2 we estimate the basic requirements any model must satisfy to account for
the observed X-ray flux. In section 3 we examine a millicharged DM model with bound state
formation. In section 4 we construct a simple model of pseudo-Dirac DM (i.e. fermionic
DM with a large Dirac mass and small but nonzero Majorana mass) with a massive dark
photon where the dominant coupling of DM to the dark photon is off-diagonal and connects
two nearly degenerate states. For light mediator masses, this naturally leads to significant
scattering, and therefore populates the excited state, inside galaxies and clusters. The ex-
cited state decays subsequently through a magnetic dipole to the ground state and an X-ray
photon with energy equal to the mass-splitting. In the final two sections, before offering our
conclusions, we briefly consider annihilating DM and investigate is a generic model of dark
matter decay.
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2 The Basic Requirements of the X-ray Signal

The observed 3 keV line is interpreted as the decay of a sterile neutrino, νs → ν + γ with
mass 7.06 ±0.5 keV, with mixing angle sin2 2θ = (2− 20)× 10−11, [2] i.e. an X-ray flux

ΦX−ray ∝ nsΓs = 1.39× 10−22s−1 sin2 2θ
( ms

keV

)5
ρDM/ms (2.1)

=
(
1.5× 10−25 − 2.7× 10−24

)
cm−3s−1, (2.2)

where we have used the DM density for Perseus, ρperseus
0 = 0.03 GeV cm−3 [11].

On the other hand, a class of inelastic scattering models with a wide range of DM masses
can also accommodate the observed line. In such models, the rate of photon emission comes
from the scattering rate of ground states into excited states, χg +χg → χe +χe. Now in this
case the X-ray flux has the scaling, ΦX−ray ∝ n2

χ × (σχg+χg→χe+χevrel)× BR(χe → γ + χg),
leading to

(σχχvrel)×BR ' (1.7× 10−22 − 3.0× 10−21) cm3s−1(mχ/GeV)2 (2.3)

In reasonable agreement with [4]. Note that models of this type have been studied as a way
to account for the anomalous 511 keV flux from the Galactic Center [12].

The approximation we have made in the above is that scattering rate, rather than
the decay rate is the bottleneck for the photon emission, i.e. Γχχ < Γχe→γ+χg . We shall
see that for decay via a magnetic transition moment, χ̄eσµνχgF

µν/Λ , this is satisfied for
Λ < 1014 GeV

√
GeV/mχ, implying a lifetime . 1021s (GeV/mχ).

Furthremore, let us comment on the complementary probes of this DM self-scattering.
One probe of DM self-interactions is offered by the Bullet cluster [13], with the quoted limit
σχχ/mχ . 1.8× 10−24 cm2/GeV. We see that the requirement that we simultaneously have
sufficient scattering to account for the X-ray flux (Eq. 2.3) while remaining consistent with
the Bullet cluster requires simply:

1 GeV . mχ . 1000 TeV, (2.4)

where the lower bound simply comes the kinematic requirement that up-scattering to a 3.5
keV higher mass state can occur at cluster velocities.

Lastly, it is important to note that the X-ray flux in either class of models is simply a
product of the decaying particle’s density ne and its decay rate Γe:

ΦX−ray ∝ ne(t)Γe =


ρχ
mχ

Γχ, decaying DM

(σvrel)
(
ρχ
mχ

)2
, metastable excited state DM

(2.5)

where the two classes denote the extreme cases where the decay rate or the scattering rate
are dominant. More generally, when the rate of scattering and decay are comparable one can
find X-ray fluxes proportional to some non-integer power of the DM density, ΦX−ray ∝ ρnχ,
where 1 ≤ n ≤ 2.

With these simple estimations in mind, let us proceed to a more detailed look at models
which can account for the observed X-ray flux.
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3 Millicharged Composite DM

We first assume that the keV line arises from a 2-body decay of an excited state of DM
preserving the symmetry responsible for the stability of the dark matter candidate or at
least part of it. A Z2 symmetry is a minimal dark symmetry choice. If the DM ground state
is a fermion χ the decay into a photon and another fermion must involve a chirality flip to
preserve spin. A candidate operator is a magnetic transition moment 1

Λ χ̄eσ
µνχgFµν . Instead

if the DM ground state is a spin-0 particle the excited state must be spin-1 and vice versa if
the DM ground state is spin-1 the excited state must be spin-0.

One example of nearly degenerate spin-0 and spin-1 states arises in the heavy-quark
limit for hadrons. This limit was explored in the context of a model with DM comprised of
dark mesons in [14]. Another example is the hyperfine transition between spin-0 and spin-1
states of the hydrogen atom. This was explored in a model of dark hydrogen in [15]. Here
we will discuss the latter example as a candidate for the keV line.

We therefore consider a two component model, with a dark electron e and a dark proton
p charged under a new, unbroken U(1) gauge symmetry. Interactions with the visible sector
arise from the kinetic mixing between the dark and ordinary photon, εFµνV

µν . The atomic
hydrogen-like bound states will be denoted H. Atomic DM models along these lines go back
many decades [16, 17] and have started to receive renewed attention as of late [15, 18–21].

The millicharged variant of atomic DM was recently studied in [15], where an unbroken
U(1) gauge symmetry gives rise to atomic bound states. In the case that me = mp, elastic
scattering is suppressed with the lowest energy inelastic transition coming from hyperfine
splitting. In general, the hyperfine splitting is

∆Ehf ≡ δ =
8

3
α4
X

m2
em

2
p

(me +mp)3
, (3.1)

and the binding energy of the atom is B = 1
2α

2
Xµχ, where µχ = memp/(me + mp) is the

reduced mass. For DM 10 GeV range, this fixes the DM coupling to be αX ∼ 3× 10−2.
The requisite self-scattering is achieved from dark hydrogen-dark hydrogen scatter-

ing [20]

(σHHvrel) ' (µXαX)−2

[
a0 + a1

(
mχv

2
rel

4µχαX

)
+ a2

(
mχv

2
rel

4µχαX

)2
]−1√

v2
rel −

4δ

mX
(3.2)

where the prefactors ai are determined from numerical fits (see their Table 1) to detailed
calculation of the full transfer cross section. The kinematic factor in Eq. (3.2) we include
simply comes from the reduced phase space as the incoming kinetic energy approaches the
mass-splitting, δ.

The decay of the excited state proceeds dominantly via dark photon emission, H∗ →
H+ γ′, since this is unsuppressed by the mixing ε, and to ordinary SM photons with a small
branching ratio BR(H∗ → H+γ) ' ε2α/αX . This two-body decay yields a photon of energy
Eγ = ∆Ehf .

Given the small branching ratio, we require rather large scattering cross sections. We
combine the requirement that ∆Ehf = 3.5 keV and the scattering constraint Eq. (2.3) to
illustrate the region of interest in Fig. 1. Here we follow [20, 22] and impose σHH/mχ < 0.5
cm2g−1 at velocities 10-1000 km/s. A variety of constraints have been imposed on mil-
licharged DM, ranging from White Dwarfs, Red Giants, Supernovae, BBN, and accelerator
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Figure 1. Here we plot the constraints from DM halo constraints (in blue) ruling out σ/mχ <
0.5 cm2g−1 [20, 22], along with the required scattering cross section needed to reproduce the correct
X-ray flux (see Eq. 2.3). The black region is excluded by the combination of LEP and beam dump
searches [23, 24], as reported in [25]. Here we have fixed me = mp = mχ/2.

experiments. In the mass range we consider, only the accelerator searches are relevant,
though the reader can find a detailed survey of the constraints in [25–27].

The constraint on DM self-interactions from halo constraints requires DM to be & 5 GeV
in this example. (Note that in this benchmark example, the binding energy isB ' 1 MeV, and
thus in typical collisions in clusters there is insufficient kinetic energy to ionize the atoms.)
Moreover, given such a binding energy, we assume that the formation of electromagnetic
bound states of DM with nuclei as considered in [28] will not be efficient, though a detailed
study of this possibility is beyond the scope of this work.

In addition, at such light masses the scattering cross section with ordinary matter is only
weakly constrained by direct detection experiments. We find that relaxing the assumption
of me = mp yields stronger constraints on the lower bound of the DM mass consistent with
self-interaction limits. Given that this pushes the favored DM masses into a regime where
direct detection limits are very significant, we do not explore this possibility further.

Quite generally the dissipation of DM is strongly constrained. However in the absence
of efficient molecular hydrogen H2 we expect the amount of DM dissipation to be small [20].

Future tests of this model can come from low-threshold direction detection experiments,
as well as higher energy photon lines from the additional atomic transitions.

4 Metastable Magnetic DM

We take DM to be fermionic with Dirac mass M and Majorana mass δ � M . In terms of
the interaction eigenstate Dirac fermion χ we can write the mass terms as, Mχ̄χ+ δ(χ2χ2 +
χ1χ1 + h.c.) where χ1,2 are Weyl fermions, χ = (χ1, χ

c
2). In addition, we assume that the

DM χ (interaction eigenstate) is coupled to a new gauge field φµ of a spontaneously broken
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Figure 2. Here we plot the required (αX ,mχ) for achieving the correct relic abundance and the
needed scattering cross section for the observe X-ray flux. Our perturbative calculation breaks down
when, αXmX/mφ ' 1, as indicated by the blue dashed curve. For reference, the dashed gray line
indicates where DM annihilation to φφ becomes kinematically inaccessible. The gray region below
the green curve indicates parameter points excluded by the requirement that σχχ/mχ < 1 cm2g−1 on
galactic scales [29–31].

gauged U(1)X . This new gauge field will in general mix kinetically with the ordinary photon,
εFµνV

µν , and thereby provide a connection to SM fields. Now one can diagonalize the mass
matrix and write the Lagrangian in terms of mass eigenstates χg,e with χg the lightest state

Lint = χiγµ (∂µ + igXφµχ) −→ χgiγ
µ∂µχg+χ eiγ

µ∂µχe+(igXφµχ gγ
µχe+h.c.)+O

(
gXδ

M

)
,

where the mass eigenstates are Mg,e = M ∓ δ and δ is assumed to be positive. From the
above expression, it is thus clear that the interaction is dominantly off-diagonal. 1

At small φ mass the DM annihilation cross section is dominated by χiχi → φφ where

〈σχiχi→φφvrel〉 =
πα2

X

m2
χi

√√√√1−

(
m2
φ

mχi

)2

(4.1)

Thus achieving the right relic abundance requires αX & 3 × 10−5(mχ/GeV), where the
inequality is saturated for a symmetric species.

The self-scattering rate of “double up-scattering” is estimated simply as

(σχgχg→χeχevrel) =
4πα2

Xm
2
X

m2
φ(m2

φ +m2
χv

2
rel)

√
v2
rel − 4δ/mχ (4.2)

1The next term in the m/M expansion is diagonal but spin-dependent.
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Figure 3. Constraints on the magnetic dipole operator. The LUX constraints are derived with a
mass splitting δ = 3.5 keV. For the up-scattering interpretation of the X-ray signal, the decay rate
must be larger than scattering rate, implying Λ . 1015 GeV, being easily satisfied by the depicted
constraints.

Lastly once the excited states are sufficiently populated by the self-scattering, they de-
excite to the ground state via the transition dipole moment, χ̄eσµνχgF

µν/Λ by emitting an
x-ray photon. This proceeds with the rate

Γχe→γ+χg =
4δ3

πΛ2
. (4.3)

The final ingredient is to estimate the branching of the excited state into the two-body
final state, BR(χe → χg + γ). Branching ratios O(1) are quite natural for such small mass-
splittings. The only other decay modes available arise from the kinetic mixing with the Z
and photons, allowing 3γ (through charged fermions loops) and ν̄ν (from mixing with the Z)
decay modes. Even for relatively large values of ε these decays are highly suppressed [32, 33]
compared to the γ + χg mode. Let us lastly note that the cosmology of light, kinetically
mixed vector mediators has been argued to require ε & 10−10 in order for φµ to decay before
BBN [34].

Of course, the DM self-scattering cannot be arbitrarily large [22, 35–37]. The constraints
on DM self-interactions are typically quoted as limits on the transfer cross section, σT =∫
dΩ(1 − cos θ)dσ/dΩ. In particular we impose σχχ/mχ < 1 cm2g−1 on galactic scales [29–

31]. For inelastic scattering, the constraint is most relevant at high DM masses where non-
perturbative effects become relevant. In addition, nearly as soon as the process becomes
kinematically allowed the dependence on δ disappears. We therefore use the analytic results
have been obtained in the classical limit (mXv/mφ > 1), where the scattering proceeds as
[35, 38],

σT ≈


4π
m2
φ
β2 ln(1 + β−1), β < 0.1,

8π
m2
φ
β2/(1 + 1.5β1.65), 0.1 ≤ β ≤ 1000,

π
m2
φ

(
lnβ + 1− 1

2 ln−1 β
)2
, β > 1000,

(4.4)

where β ≡ 2αXmφ/(mχv
2
rel).
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The superposition of both the halo constraints on self-interactions and the need X-ray
flux is shown in Fig. 2. There we see that in contrast to the millicharged atomic DM case,
here the model easily evades the constraints on self-interactions. Note that the parameter
space that the X-ray signal favours does not produce interesting effects in dwarf galaxies
along the lines of [22, 36]. We find that to simultaneously have an impact on dwarf galaxies
while accounting for the X-ray flux would require & 10 TeV DM and a small branching ratio
into photons, BR(χe → γ + χg) ' 10−9.

The magnetic transition dipole moment could arise from a Yukawa coupling of the form
L = SĒχy + h.c, along with a Majorana mass for χ as above, where E is a new heavy
electron and S is a new charged scalar and y is a Yukawa coupling, such as in the SĒχy
model [39, 40]. In itself the SĒχy model only allows for the correct thermal relic density
of dark matter for relatively heavy DM mass [40]. However augmenting the model by the
above vector boson allows both the correct relic density and the requisite up-scattering cross
section.

4.1 Phenomenology of Magnetic Inelastic DM

Magnetic inelastic dark matter can be probed in a number of ways: (1) through (endothermic)
up-scattering off the nucleus into the excited state [41–44], (2) from (exothermic [32, 45–47])
down-scattering of the excited state, and (3) through photon emission from decay of the
excited state in the detector [48, 49].

This final possibility was proposed in the “luminous dark matter” scenario [48] to ac-
commodate the DAMA results, while remaining consistent with the null results of the liquid
xenon experiments. However the combination of constraints from the CMB [50], LHC mono-
jets [51], and LUX appear to rule out the possibility of terrestrially excited DM decaying
inside a direct detection experiment, unless mX . 10 GeV, see Fig. 3. For large DM masses
our LUX limits agree well within those already obtained in the elastic limit [40, 52, 53].

After up-scattering, the excited state travels on average a distance

`D =
v

Γ
' 270 km

(
Λ

10 TeV

)2 (
3.5 keV

δ

)3

. (4.5)

Thus in view of the dipole constraints depicted in Fig. 3, DM . 8 GeV can scatter in the
Earth and be sufficiently long-lived to lead to novel direct detection prospects along the lines
considered in the “luminous DM” proposal [48, 49].

To account for DAMA however, the analysis of [48] found that DM masses in the range
mX ' 0.8− 0.9 GeV and dipole Λ ' 7− 23 TeV range were necessary. This is on the border
of our estimate of the CMB constraint, which requires Λ & 25 TeV at 0.9 GeV.

Additional (weaker) constraints not depicted include the Fermi-LAT annihilation limits
from nearby dwarf galaxies [54], gamma-ray line searches, and large-scale structure limits [55].

5 Annihilating DM

In this case, the process χχ̄→ γγ can account for the observed X-ray excess when mχ ' 3.5
keV. For DM this light however, it can contribute to the effective number of neutrinos Neff .
It has been recently argued that DM annihilating into photons is safe for sub-MeV masses
only in the case of DM as a real scalar [56], simply because it is only this case that is within
the uncertainties of Neff limits.
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Figure 4. Here we consider decaying DM via 1
Λ χ̄eσµνχgF

µν and illustrate the required magnetic
dipole scale Λ and DM mass mχ to account for the X-ray line while remaining consistent with the
null results from M31 [60, 61].

From Eq. (2.3) the requisite annihilation cross section is simply estimated as:

〈σχχ̄→γγvrel〉 ' (2× 10−33 − 4× 10−32) cm3 s−1 (5.1)

For s-wave annihilation, this cross section is at odds with strong CMB constraints on
injecting energy into the electromagnetic bath at late times. In particular requiring [34, 50]

〈σχχ̄→γγvrel〉CMB

mχ
<

2.42× 10−27 cm3 s−1

GeV
(5.2)

or in other words, for mχ = 3.5 keV, 〈σχχ̄→γγvrel〉CMB < 8.5 × 10−33 cm3 s−1. Thus the
constraint from the CMB constrains s-wave annihilating scenarios to lie at the lower end of
the possible annihilation cross section, Eq(5.1).

Prima facie DM annihilating to photons via a p-wave cross section is also possible. The
constraints from Neff require such light DM to be a real scalar [56]. However the simplest
tree-level completions of this type contain vector mediators, which are forbidden to decay
into a pair of vectors by the Landau-Yang theorem [57, 58]. We therefore conclude that it
is challenging for simple, tree-level models of annihilating DM to account for the observed
X-ray flux. We note that [59] reaches similar conclusions.

6 Decaying DM

Another simple model that can account for the line, is slowly decaying dark matter. The
sterile neutrino is one example of this. However more generally, the line could simply arise
from the decay of DM finally reaching the ground state today. One possibility for this scenario
is the metastable magnetic scenario described in Sec. 4 with the modification that the decay
rate is much smaller than the up-scattering rate. Other possibilities for proceeding a large
population of excited DM states also exist [32, 45]. With this in mind we will proceed to
explore the possibility that DM is slowly decaying via, χ̄eσµνχgF

µν/Λ.
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Now we simply need nXΓχe→χg+γ to be comparable to the sterile neutrino case. The
resulting requirement is shown in Fig. 4, which was produced using Eq. (4.3). In addition
we show the limits from M31 X-ray line searches [60, 61], which are not constraining. For
DM not to decay on a timescale less than the age of the Universe while accounting for the
X-ray signal as in Eq.(2.3), the DM mass must be . 106 GeV. Intriguingly, a dipole scale Λ
consistent with the X-ray line can coincide with the GUT or see-saw scale of neutrino masses.

Moreover note that the DAMA signal cannot be accommodated by decaying DM. Let
us take the sterile neutrino to begin with. Following [62], the event rate can be estimated as
∼ 10−10 per cubic meter per year with the parameters for the X-ray signal [2]. Looking at
Fig. 4 we see that one cannot gain sufficiently in the event rate to get any appreciable signal
in a ∼0.1 m3 detector such as DAMA.

7 Conclusions

We have studied up-scattering, annihilating and decaying DM models that can accommodate
the recently reported 3.5 keV X-ray line. The up-scattering example of miilicharged atomic
model is consistent with the limits of self-scattering in the Bullet cluster and direct detection.
We consider a similar model of excited state fermionic DM with a vector mediator and a
magnetic dipole. At present this model is the least constrained, and most straightforward to
accommodate with the relic density requirements. Further tests of both scattering models
can come from improved statistics on the radial distribution of the signal, making clear
predictions that deviate from the decaying DM scenario. More generally a metastable model
predicts, ΦX−ray ∝ ρ(r)n where 1 ≤ n ≤ 2, where n depends on the relative scattering
and decay rates. As emphasised previsouly [4] this class of models also predicts higher X-ray
fluxes from clusters than from galaxies or dwarfs, as well as photon signals in direct detection
experiments [48, 49]. Lastly, a novel probe of the lifetime of the excited state could come
from a 3.5 keV excess in clusters which have recently undergone collisions. We hope to return
to this topic in future work.

Note Added

After our work appeared the paper [59] also studied models of annihilating DM to account
for the X-ray flux. They reach similar conclusions to ours, finding that the CMB constraints
are in mild tension and that a viable model requires scalar DM with a higher-dimensional
operator coupling to photons.
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